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What is AI and how is it used in 
employment law? 

#1
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▪ No single definition but some broadly agreed terms

▪ 3 key uses of AI in employment law

− Recruitment

− Task allocation and performance management 

− Surveillance and monitoring

5

What is AI?
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The UK regulations on the use of AI in 
employment law

#2
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▪ Currently no express regulations that govern the use of AI in the workplace. 

Ho  v  …

➢ Common law 

− Duties between employer and employee, e.g. implied duty of mutual 

trust and confidence  

➢ Equality Act

− Protection against discrimination 

➢ Privacy laws and data protection

− Risk of confidential data being used in generative AI technologies, 

e.g. ChatGPT

▪ UK Government's White Paper on AI Regulation

▪ TUC aims to publish AI and Employment Bill in early 2024
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The UK regulations on the use of AI in employment law
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Looking to Europe- The AI Act 

#3
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Looking at the future: the EU AI Act 

▪ Current boundaries: privacy and discrimination 

▪ Introduction: classifies AI applications by level of risk associated with use

▪ AI-driven tools in the field of recruitment classified as high risk 

▪ Consequences: only pre-approved systems, retention of data, human 

supervision 

▪ Steps forward towards 2025 / 2026
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Europe (The Netherlands/Germany) –
the EU AI Act
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AI in action – case law examples

#4
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An app as your boss?

▪ Algorithm giving instructions – relationship of authority – employment contract

▪ Two recent cases:

▪ Uber: app assigns rides, gives advisory route, rates drivers (disciplining 

effect) – Amsterdam court of appeal: modern employer authority 

▪ Deliveroo: Frank picks most efficient rider, scores them – Sepreme Court: 

indication of 

11

Europe (The Netherlands/Germany) –
An algorithm as an employer
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Court of appeal Amsterdam – October 2022

▪ Summary dismissal by ABN AMRO after automated warnings 

▪ Strict conditions for termination under Dutch employment law

▪ Automated warning emails versus investigation by human beings 

▪ No legally valid termination 

▪ Practical tips

12

Europe (The Netherland/Germany) –
AI-driven warning emails
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Europe (The Netherlands/Germany –
self care apps

Self care apps, a good thing? 

▪ Metadata determine your fitness level in MyAnalytics 

▪ From monitoring to giving feedback

▪ App nudges employees to improve work paterns

▪ Also to live healthier private lifes

▪ Updates / modifications in leave policies? 

▪ Tailored leave rights?

13
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The US position  

#5
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▪ Impact on Workforce, Job Displacement, Equity and Well-Being

▪ Bias and Discrimination in the Hiring Tools

▪ Beware of federal, state and local anti-discrimination laws

▪ Neutral tools may have unanticipated consequences

▪ Candidate Privacy Considerations

▪ What information is the AI tool considering in making hiring recommendations?

▪ Where and how is this data being stored?

▪ Heightened Regulations

▪ Federal – Executive Order, EEOC Guidelines and OFCCP Requirements

▪ State – California and Illinois

▪ Local – New York City

17

Legal Concerns addressed at Federal, State and 
Local Level
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Executive Order on the Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy
Development and Use of Artificial Intelligence
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President Biden Issues Executive Order on Safe, 
Secure and Trustworty Artificial Intelligence
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The effect of the Executive Order will be far reaching:

▪ Will impose testing obligations on developers of the most powerful systems and 

require sharing results

▪ Directs many agencies to take specific actions to protect consumers, patients, 

students and workers and industries; mandates interagency cooperation

▪ Assess potential job displacement due to AI and how to remedy

▪ Mandates efforts for managing content authentication and provenance (e.g., to 

prevent deepfakes)

▪ Calls on Congress to implement federal privacy legislation

▪ T k     m  t “B D”    (biased and discriminatory AI) to promote equity and civil 

rights

▪ Focu    o  US Gov   m  t’     po    l  u   of   

▪ Creates programs and provides resources to enhance US leadership in innovation

▪ Promotes US leadership in coordinating 

20

The Big Picture
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Workers

▪ To protect against the dangers of increased workplace 

surveillance, bias, and job displacement, the EO 

proposes to:

− Suppo t  o k   ’    l ty to    g    coll ct v ly

− Invest in workforce training and development 

accessible to all

− Develop principles and best practices to mitigate the 

harms and maximize the benefits of AI for workers by 

addressing job displacement; labor standards; 

workplace equity, health, and safety; and data 

collection 
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Workers

▪ To help ensure that AI deployed in the workplace 

 dv  c    mploy   ’   ll-being,  The Secretary of 

Labor shall, within 180 days of the date of this order 

develop and publish principles and best practices 

for employers that could be used to mitigate AI’s 

potential harms to employees’ well-being and 

maximize its potential benefits

▪ To support employees whose work is monitored or 

augmented by AI in being compensated 

appropriately for all of their work time, the Secretary 

of Labor shall issue guidance
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC)

▪ EEOC launched the Artificial Intelligence and Algorithmic 

Fairness Initiative in 2021

▪ May 18, 2023 – EEOC issued technical guidance on 

Employ   l    l ty fo  d  c  m   t o   y    “ lgo  thm c 

decision-m k  g tool”

▪ Chairwoman Charlotte Burrows:  At an American Bar 

Association conference in Berlin, Germany, in May 2022, 

U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 

Chair Charlotte Burrows noted that she and the 

commission are particularly interested in guidance that could 

protect people from bias in AI tools. As she noted, as many 

as 83% of employers, and as many as 90% among Fortune 

500 companies, are using some form of automated tools to 

screen or rank candidates for hiring, leading to a renewed 

focus on understanding what is “under the hood” of the 

AI tool.
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New York City on AI - Automated Employment 
Decision Tool Law (AEDT)

▪ Took effect July 5, 2023

▪ R  t  ct   mploy   ’    l ty to u   “ utom t d  mploym  t 

d c   o  tool ”    h    g   d p omot o  d c   o     th   N   

York City

▪ All employers covered, so long as the decision relates to 

hiring or promotion within New York City

▪ Automated Employment Decision Tool

− Any computational process, derived from machine 

learning, statistical modeling, data analytics, or artificial 

intelligence, that issues simplified output, including a score, 

classification, or recommendation, that is used to 

substantially assist or replace discretionary decision 

making for making employment decisions that impact 

natural persons
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▪ Employers may not use AEDTs unless:

▪ The tool has been the subject of a compliant bias audit conducted within the previous 

year; and

▪ Th   mploy   h   pu l  h d    umm  y of th  tool’  mo t   c  t       ud t,      ll 

as the distribution date of the tool to which such audit applies, on its publicly-

available website

▪ Bias audits must:

▪ Be performed by an independent auditor

▪ U   h  to  c l d t  ( . ., d t  coll ct d du   g th   mploy  ’  u   of th  tool);  f 

insufficient historical data is available to conduct a statistically significant audit, test 

data may be used, subject to certain disclosure requirements

▪ Calculate the selection rate/scoring rate and impact ratio for sex categories, 

race/ethnicity categories, and intersectional categories of sex, ethnicity and race

26

New York City – Limits on Use of AEDTs
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▪ Employers who use AEDTs must disclose the following information to candidates for 

hire or promotion at least 10 business days before the tool is used:

▪ The fact that an AEDT will be used; 

▪ The job qualifications and characteristics that the AEDT will use in assessing the 

candidate; and

▪ Instructions for how to request an alternative selection process or reasonable 

accommodation, if available

▪ Employers must also:

▪ Provide information in the employment section of its website about its AEDT data 

retention policy, the type of data collected for the tool, and the source of the data;

▪ Post instructions on the employment section of its website for how to make a written 

request for such information, and if a written request is received, provide such 

information within 30 days; and

▪ If such a request is denied, explain why disclosure of such information would violate 

applicable law or interfere with a law enforcement investigation

27

New York City – Notice and Disclosure 
Requirements
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▪ $500-$1500 per day that the employer does not comply with the law

▪ Neither permits nor prohibits a private right of action, but states that it shall not be 

co  t u d to “l m t   y   ght of   y c  d d t  o   mploy   fo      mploym  t d c   o  

to     g   c v l  ct o       y cou t of comp t  t ju   d ct o ”

28

New York City – Penalties
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California on AI – Governor Newsome’s Executive 
Order (September 6, 2023)

▪ N   om’  Ex cut v  O d    o ’t  mm d  t ly  mp ct p  v t  

employers, but it will have a spillover effect 

▪ It directs state agencies to study the development, use, 

and risks of generative AI.

▪ The order calls on state departments to perform a joint 

analysis on how AI could affect various aspects of life in the 

state, from the energy sector to vulnerable communities.

▪ It also calls for guidelines on the ethical development and 

usage of AI technology, as well as employee training within 

state government on how to best utilize these new tools.

▪ The order specifically instructs state agencies to create risk 

assessment reports, focu   g o  th  t ch ology’  

 mpl c t o   fo  C l fo    ’   co omy,     gy co  umpt o , 

and ethical considerations.

▪ State agencies are also required to devise policies and 

regulations for AI, setting the stage for California to become 

a model for how governments can integrate AI into their 

operations.
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▪ California lawmakers and regulators have introduced three bills designed to regulate AI 

in employment:

▪ February 10, 2023 – California Civil Rights Council (CRC) issued updated proposed 

regulations governing automated-decision systems

▪ May 15, 2023 – AB No. 331 to add regulations relating to AI and automated decision 

tools (ADTs)

▪ June 1, 2023 - SB No. 721 to create the California Interagency AI Working Group

▪ September 14, 2023 – SB No. 294 to create Safety Framework for AI Models

30

California – Proposed Legislation and Regulation
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▪ Went into effect January 1, 2020

▪ First state law to regulate the use of AI in the hiring process

▪ Covers positions based in Illinois

▪ An employer that asks job applicants to record their interviews and then relies on an 

analysis by an AI system analysis when considering the prospective employees must:

▪ Not fy  ppl c  t    fo   th    t  v    th t    m y    u  d to    lyz  th   ppl c  t’  

v d o   t  v      d to co   d   th   ppl c  t’  f t     fo  th  po  t o 

▪ Provide information before the interview explaining how the AI works and what 

general types of characteristics it uses to evaluate applicants

▪ Obtain consent from the applicant before the interview

31

Illinois on AI - Artificial Intelligence Video Interview 
Act
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▪ Develop an AI Strategy: C   t     t  t g c pl   fo      dopt o  th t  l g     th you  o g   z t o ’  go l    d th  pot  t  l 

regulations that could be introduced 

▪ Conduct an AI Audit: Assess your current and potential use of AI (particularly GenAI) to help you understand both the risks and 

opportunities associated with integration into your operations. 

▪ Identify any tools that you currently use or are planning to use that may be considered an automated or algorithmic employment 

decision making tool.

▪ Conduct an independent bias audit of any tools used

▪ B ck top   tool’  d c   o     th hum     v   

▪ Rout   ly t  t   d mo  to    tool’  p  fo m  c 

▪ Consider non-technological alternatives

▪ Comply with any notice/disclosure requirements

▪ Use algorithmic employment decision making tools with great care 

▪ Engage Critical Stakeholders: Consider creating a multi-stakeholder committee that includes representatives from various 

d p  tm  t ,   clud  g HR,  T, L g l,   d DE , to ov      you  o g   z t o ’      dopt o    d u  g . 

▪ Employee Training: To  t y  h  d of th  cu v , co   d    oll  g out t      g p og  m  to  mp ov  you   mploy   ’ p of c   cy    

AI-related skills.

32

Best Practices
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▪ Coordinate With Counsel: Consult with legal advisors to understand how future laws might impact your business operations and 

what preemptive steps can be taken to proactively address the main concerns.

▪ Create Comprehensive AI Policies: Ensure your policies cover ethical guidelines, data privacy concerns, etc.

▪ Beef Up Your Data Protection Measures: Ensure you have robust data protection and privacy measures in place – and that 

they have been adapted where necessary to contemplate the use of AI. 

▪ Review Procurement Policies: Revisit your procurement policies to ensure that any AI tools or services you purchase comply 

with ethical and possibly upcoming regulatory standards.

▪ Deploy Pilot Testing: Before a full- c l   mpl m  t t o  of        tool , co   d    u    g   “   d ox” t  t to  d  t fy   y 

potential issues in a controlled environment and make necessary adjustments.

▪ Monitor Regulatory Updates: Stay updated on United States AI legislative environment and adapt your policies and practices 

accordingly. This is particularly important for employers in highly regulated sectors like healthcare, financial services, and life 

sciences.

33

Best Practices (cont’d)
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Looking ahead 

#6
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